to hawk, to cry, to proclaim.
the candelabrum (lustre) in the dining room,
first know your neighbour,
then choose your house.
town crier, public herald.
clothes hanger.
crowfoot.
sweeper, street sweeper, scavenger.
sweeping.
flowing, running, fluent, current, instant.
keyboard, finger-board.
practice of magic, wizardry.
road, road.
roadway.
steam roller.
beauty, breakfast, a sound beating.

he can't.

Galaip (Gowon, Sary, Dina, Sary).

the cool breeze is blowing from Kharazm.

he made it.

he moved in the direction of the north.

I hear.

I'm fine.

I'm the undersigned, me.

I propose.

I propose.

we must consider all the aspects of the problem.

one who risks his life.

dangerous, self-sacrifice.

risk one's life.

bestower of life, giving support, partisan.

to support, to side with, to back up.

bilateral.

both parties, both sides.

animating, refreshing, life-refreshing.

the life refreshing breeze.

parapet, life-line, shelter, trench.

possessing life, animate, living creature, animal.

fauna, living creatures.

heart, hearty, heartfelt.

tongue, go, go for, remarkable.

pictures.

clothes rack, clothes hanger.

patch, kitchen-garden.

melon ground.

patch.

Galen, Galenius.

Galenic, Galenism.

cup, corolla.

chalice, grail, goblet, pane.

victory cup.

a cup (glass) of wine.

pane glass.

solid.

concrete (primitive) noun.

solids.

of solids and liquids.

comprehensive, full, exhaustive, universal, general, catholic, mosque.

the Colonel has an extensive knowledge of Lorestan's geography, comprehensive.

society, community.

integral calculus.

Ecclesiastical.

sociology.

comprehensiveness, universality, garment, clothing.

clothes, raiment, garb, guise, robe.

men's clothing.

a fox in a lion's garb.

interesting, worthy of attention, noteworthy, arresting, absorbing.

false, fake, adulterated, base, mixed, watered down, diluted.

coal hod, scuttle.

navigating, decisive, adulation, falsification, faking.

spy, secret agent, undercover man, informer, espionage, spying.

to spy, to pry.

he spied for the Germans.

to pry upon a person.

spy stories.

member of ship's crew, seaman, the ship's crew.

oponax tree.

paper-rack.

pimp, procurer, pimping, to pander, to pimp, to act as a pimp, to procure.

space-time.

taking up too much space, bulky, redundant, attractive.

interesting, noteworthy, arresting, absorbing.
a premium for hard work.

a reward for honesty.

winner of high jump trophy.

prize winner, involving a prize.

place, centre.

station, quarter, dwelling, pavilion, filling station.

the imperial pavilion.

superseding, replacing, substituting, fixed.

established, impressed, successor.

to fix, to implant.

to impress.

to implant (fixed) in my mind.

water-closet, toilet.

pagan state of the Arabs before Islam.

place, location.

the Orion.

mountains, chain of mountains, mountains ranges.

cowardly.

constraint.

corruption, oppression, compulsion, force, predetermination, fatalism, reduction of a bone, determinism.

subject, fatalism and free will.

to force or coerce, to oppress.

by force, by violence, compulsorily.

lottery prizes.

ambitiously, ambitiously, overambitiously.

trait.

greed for honor, ambition to be overambitious.

ignorant, ignorance, unenlightened, ignoramus, unlearned.

hooligan, roughneck, an ignorant person.

the unenlightened (unsuspecting) members of the society.

the hooligans (roughnecks) of this parish.

sincerely, devoted, true, bitter, implacable (enemy).

murderer, criminal, a sincere (devoted, bosom) friend.

a bitter enemy.

the criminal (murderer) was condemned to death.

head-sack.

sacrifice.

eternal, everlasting, eternal, everlasting.

eternal, endless, timeless, immortal, deathless.

the everlasting Iran.

the eternal soul.

the endless (timeless) world.

immortal, immortal.

Achaemenian kings.

dignity, status, position.

ambitions, overambitions, greedy for advancement.

striving, diligent, industrious.

antidote, theraic, antitoxin.

devoted, self-sacrificing, self-sacrifice, devotion.

to hazard one's life (for a cause).

life sustaining.

devoted.

sorrowful, heart-rending.

to stable.

a cloth cover for the praying seal (of the Moslems).
prawn, shrimp.
numerous, warlike.
fully-equipped, deadly.
deadly scourge.
warlike array.
fines, crimes, culpabilities.
scab, mange, psoriatic scabies.
scabious.
synonym, efficiency, capability.
a style (or capable) person.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
woolly, grey, grey-tailed.
woolly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
woolly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
scabious.
be incapable of doing this.
crane, winch.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
wooly, grey, grey-tailed.
the criminal was duly punished.

death is the punishment for murder.

the wages of sin is death.

islands. (pl. جزایر, جزایر.) جزایر (جزایر.) جزایر (جزایر.) جزایر, جزایر, جزایر, جزایر.
fizzing or cracking noise. sizzling. to zizzle.

in the house except (save, but) name.

to flax, to flax, to flax, to flax, to flax, to flax.

a part (portion) of the food.

a section of the book.

a petty (insignificant) employee.

in detail, in parts or sections.

an inseparable part.

a detailed statement.

salt is one of the ingredients of this solution, partially, in part.

your book is also among these (books).

he was also among the group.

penal court.

the proceedings of the murder.

a flux (flow) of gold into the market.

aio. (in) Riayat.

unlicensed drivers are penalized.

tracation service.

nothing, except that, save that, unless.

in the house except (save, but) name.

cracking noise. fizzle, sizzling.

to flax, to flax, to flax, to flax, to flax.

a part (portion) of the food.

a section of the book.

a petty (insignificant) employee.

in detail, in parts or sections.

an inseparable part.

a detailed statement.

salt is one of the ingredients of this solution, partially, in part.

your book is also among these (books).

he was also among the group.

penal court.

the proceedings of the murder.

a flux (flow) of gold into the market.

aio. (in) Riayat.

unlicensed drivers are penalized.

tracation service.

nothing, except that, save that, unless.

in the house except (save, but) name.

cracking noise. fizzle, sizzling.

to flax, to flax, to flax, to flax, to flax.

a part (portion) of the food.

a section of the book.

a petty (insignificant) employee.

in detail, in parts or sections.

an inseparable part.

a detailed statement.

salt is one of the ingredients of this solution, partially, in part.

your book is also among these (books).

he was also among the group.

penal court.

the proceedings of the murder.

a flux (flow) of gold into the market.
French marigold.

enville.

French marigold.

envy.

chervil.

to forge, to fabricate, to counterfeit, to invent, to forge a document.

the lies fabricated by the priests.

forgery, counterfeiting, fabrication, falsification.

coronation celebration (jubilee).

Jewish, Persian, Moslem, Chinese.

forged, counterfeit, fictitious, falsified, pseudonymous, alias, false name.

a forged document.

old language of central Asia.

rattling noise.

rattle-box, ratchet.

ratchet brace.

(z.) owl, stone owl.

(z.) Strigiformes, Strigidae.

geography.

geobotany, phytogeography.

geographer.

geographical.

roasted pluck.

roasted pluck.

oppression, persecution, unkindness, disloyalty, unfaithfulness (of a sweetheart).

to oppress, to treat unkindly.

to be unfaithful (disloyal) to a person.

cry, beseech, ask for.

cruel, tyrant.

oppressor, cry, disdains.

suffering oppression.

(one) who tolerates oppressions, oppressed (person).

conscience.

corporality, substance, corporeality.

broad, daring, audacious, somatic, bodily, material, worldly, spiritual.

masculine proper noun.

man, masculine.

pure variety of, gold.

he had a narrow escape.

he never will dare such an attempt.

I take the liberty to invite your attention to my case.

I take the liberty to say.

I venture to say.

broad, daring, somatic, bodily, material, worldly, spiritual.

leap, jump, gambol, leap, bound.

to jump or leap, to bound.

to jump (leap) over the fence, to escape danger.

to go the wrong way.

(said of food while being chewed).
to draw a person's attention, to attract the attention of someone.

to summon (call up) a defendant, subpoena.
to win (gala) hearts.

counterfeit.
a base fellow.
a faked (fake, phoney) article.

sea weed, algae.
algaologist.
algalogy, phycology.

(bot.) algae.
rascal, tricky.
quickly, promptly.
be quick, hurry up.

quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.

be quick, prompt, fast.

be quick, hurry up.
appear in full. beauty, showy. manifest. apparent.

to come into view, to become manifest.

imagine. to bring into view, to make manifest.

displaying, airs, coquettishness, showy, demonstrating, showing off. manifestation, flaunting.
situated in front. the front, frontal, for.

manifest. clear, distinct, plain.
in bold characters. in large letters. waistcoat, vest.

crystalline lens.

companionship, associate, pal. comradeship, shadow.
great, glorious, hono(u)erable.

respectable.

(loc.) Galliea. (very) great, hono(u)erable.

Jemshid.

inanimate object. solid body.
inorganic. inanimate.
sixth month of the Arabic lunar year. fifth month of the Arabic lunar year.

swift-footed.

collation, coition, sexual intercourse, coitus, copulation, to copulate, to unite in sexual intercourse, to lie with, to mate. congregation, assembly, community, group, folk. women, folks. women as a whole (group).

be insulted in front of the boys. before friend and foe.

to get ahead of, to get the start of. to outpace, to leave behind.

to push forward, to give priority to, to promote.
to set ahead (a clock).

sought to, to accept, to take, to receive from.

my watch gains time. my watch loses time.

he outpaced. he was ahead of me in the race.

in distress, in difficulty, in danger. in trouble.

to stop a child from overeating. to prevent a child from eating.

his progress was checked. his progress was hindered.

to preclude. to prohibit. to prevent.

he prevented. he restrained. he restrained me.

he is restrained, he has become loyal. he is restrained. he has become courteous.

to advance, to propel.

to receive one generously. to receive one cordially.

it gave me to him hot.

he has a piece of my mind.

plain. prairie.

plateau.

jingle, tinkle.

immodest, rude, gay, gaudy, dandy, coxcomb, indiscreet, indecent.

Julia.

frivolous, troublesome. rudeness.

dandyism. lightsomeness. immodesty.

masturbation.

plateau.

front (part), forward, ahead, fast, advance (d). before, bridge, fore.

he advanced in his lessons.

he moved ahead of us.

Sawat me ast.
they concentrated (gathered) around a table.

he is absent minded.

he cannot concentrate. his wits are scattered.

as for the sum (total) of 10 figures.

adding two and two makes four.

the total of the expenses is over one hundred Tomans.

two thousand. two thousand. two thousand.

to collect. to add. to gather together.
to add up. to rally. to sum. to accumulate.
to amass. to pile up. to call together. to tuck.
to close up. to mobilize. to withdraw from circulation.
to muster. to gland. to concern. to flex.
to amass (pile up) wealth.
to mobilize troops.
copper coins were withdrawn from circulation.
grand total. sum total.
muster up your energy.

in sexual intercourse. to pull together.
to come together. to get (together).
to assemble. to call. to rally.

they rallied around the leader.

he pulled his wits together.

they closed up their selling stands.

he is a member of this company.

they are all gathered together.

sit closer together.
criminal court.
side, flank.  
surround.
adjacent, contiguous, adjoining.
pleura.
adjacent to, next to.
pleurisy.

his school is next to the hospital.
polluted, contaminated, budge, stir, to move, to shake, to stir, to move.
shaking, unclean, having had a wet dream.

he has very little capacity (self of vs self).

jinni, puck, jinn.

excellency, highness.

he attacked the army's right flank.

jinn.

the left wing of the Conservative Party.

he remained.

the body was buried.

play on words.

wishbone.

to make a wishing.

break a wishbone.

herringbone, zigzag.

paradise

faux.

offense, misdemeanor, murder.

to commit a crime.

felony, crime.

criminal.

felony.

jail.

jail.

criminal (pl.

chastise, punish.

criminal.

gallows.

Brownian movement.

kinematics.

broadly, broadly.

beaudry, broad.

malign.

beaudry, broad.

malign.

sheer.

beaudry, broad.

malign.

sheer.

beaudry, broad.

malign.

sheer.

beaudry, broad.

malign.

sheer.

beaudry, broad.

malign.

sheer.

beaudry, broad.

malign.

sheer.
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fermentation, agituation.

acne, boil, pimple, acne vulgaris.

the eludiation (boiling) of soup.

fermentation of vinegar.

volcanic cinder.

slag (scoria) of metals.

clinker of glass.

skin eruption.

skin granulations and itching.

his enthusiasm (agitation) was all in vain.

be effective in conciliating the two.

tartric acid.

cypress cone.

pine cone.

gardenia.

stramonium.

galingale, galangal.

gemini twins.

dried peaches, apricots stuffed with walnut and sugar.

barley harvest.

hosiery, dealing in socks and stockings.

(z.) isoptera.

various, of all kinds, miscellaneous, different.

(iz) isopoda, isopods.

homonot.

assorted wool.

assorted.

isogamy.

(bot.) homosporous.

assortment, combination, similarity.

(bot.) walnut, nut.

mace.

myristic acid.

the cards have been packed.

be he a sharck, he packs the cards.

the plan is symmetrical (harmonious).

oppression, suffering.

cruelty, tyranny.

to oppress, to cause to suffer, to act cruelly, to tyrannize.

I am suffering from his oppression.

one must suffer much in this world.

Adam's apple.

circle, persecuted.

uncollectable.

a pair of woolen socks.

knitter (of socks and stockings).

weaver, knitter.
atmospheric. meteoric.
inquiring. searching. investigating.
world. cosmos. universe. creation. the earth. the globe.
leaping. (imp. of leapt) transient.
creator of the world. world's ruler.
world. powerful monarch.
world-giver

haman inquired about your health.
brook. place abounding in streams. small river. rivulet.
to chew. to gnaw. to crush. to masticate. to munch. chewing. mastication.

the essence (substance) of his words was to say that he liked me.

be incorrupt by nature.

in every respect. in all points of view.
study the mutual relations and differences of the various aspects (aspects) of this matter.

endeavor to. try to exert. to struggle. to try to exert. to make strenuous effort.
make being public. notoriety. speaking loud. publicly. openly. aloud. reeling. - wind up. - wind down. discontinuous variation, leap, spouting. movement. jump.

ignorance. darkness. unawareness. earthly. nescience.
to sneak away, to slip off
or away, to bolt. to give the slip.
dzen (but often equal
to ten, as in the case of matches).
gin. cotton gin.
mercury. quicksilver.
hydargym.
to silver (as a mirror). to
mercurialize.
calomel.
mercurial. hydrargryic.
mercure.